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BY JOSLYN SALOW
News Writer

Larry McNeil, a professor of photography in the Art Department at Boise State University, has been honored with an "All Roads" photo award from National Geographic.

According to the National Geographic website, the All Roads Photography Program recognizes and supports talented indigenous and minority-culture photographers from around the world who are documenting their changing culture and community through photography.

The three other recipients of the "All Roads" award are from Bangladesh, Guatemala, and Iran. McNeil was the only one from the United States. McNeil is being honored for his "fly by night mythological" mixed-media series, which includes pictures of his family and elements of his culture.

"One really nice thing that you're doing is kind of giving you a reality check about how people perceive your work on a national, or even international, basis," one very short-term you look at yourself. I always thought McNeil told. "It was very cool that a small town boy like myself is doing something that is on some very high profile people's radar screens." McNeil said. This award is an honor for McNeil because it recognizes the "indigenous" aspect of his photography, he said. "I feel that I am a very specific product of my ancestors, am no accident, and things are going very specifically in the carefully laid out plans that were made in the late 1800s," McNeil said. McNeil's art has been on display at the San Diego Museum of Art, the Boise Art Museum, the Smithsonian Museum, the National Museum of the American Indian, the Native American Photographers' Association Gallery in Ontario Canada, the Museum of Anthropology in British Columbia and the Museum of New Mexico, among others.

According to Boise State's art department website, McNeil has previously been honored with various fellowships and awards, including the "New Works Award" from the national photography organization.

McNeil's art has been on display at the San Diego Museum of Art, the Boise Art Museum, the Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian, the Native American Photographers' Association and the Boise Art Museum.

If you would like more information about McNeil's the "All Roads" award, or would like to view his art go to the art department website, www.arbiteronline.com.
Reporters released from imprisonment

The release of the journalist ended what had been an embas-
sing episode for the Islamic-led Pakistan government, but it
freed no hint about the identity of the kidnappers, whose demands
remain unknown. The release of the journalist in Pakistan is
an important step in the ongoing negotiations between the
government and the Taliban, a militant group that is
active in the country.

Census report shows conflicting trends

One of the latest news stories
about social issues is the latest
census report. It shows that
the poverty rate in the United
States has increased for the first
time since 2000. This is in con-
trast to the previous trend,
which had been a consistent
decline. The report also shows
that the number of uninsured
Americans has increased for the
third straight year. This is a
major concern for public health
and one that is likely to remain
a challenge for policymakers.

Students, organizations, and
meetings

The Boise State University Web site is a great resource
for students and organizations. It provides links to
information about various student organizations,
upcoming events, and news stories. Students can
find out about interesting Student Organizations
and meet their members.

World

Two Fox News television jour-
nalists kidnapped in Kabul have
been freed by their captors. The
reporters were released after
two weeks in captivity.

This is the second kidnapping in
the past few months for US
reporters in Afghanistan.

What the? stories are courtesy
of the Boise State Web site at
www.bolsestate.edu. All stories
are compiled by News Writers.

The spike in uninsured children,
which increased for the first
time since 2000, is the first indica-
tion that the trend may be
reversing. This is a concern for
public health and one that is
likely to remain a challenge for
policymakers.

The new data, which show that
the ranks of the uninsured,
which increased by
1.3 million to
10.8 percent in
2005, is the first indica-
tion that the trend may be
reversing. This is a concern for
public health and one that is
likely to remain a challenge for
policymakers.

The median earnings for men fell
1.3 percent to $31,900. Women saw
a 1.1 percent decline to $22,300.

The new estimates, part of an
annual census survey, mark the
copathy rate for the first time
since 2000. This is in con-
trast to the previous trend,
which had been a consistent
decline. The report also shows
that the number of uninsured
Americans has increased for the
third straight year. This is a
major concern for public health
and one that is likely to remain
a challenge for policymakers.

The spike in uninsured children,
which increased for the first
time since 2000, is the first indica-
tion that the trend may be
reversing. This is a concern for
public health and one that is
likely to remain a challenge for
policymakers.
ASBSU appoints two new at-large senators

BY BARRY FRANKLIN
News Writer

The Associated Students of Boise State University’s legislative body held its first formal meeting Tuesday in The Forum, located in the Student Union Building. The tone was light and conversational.

Beginning business was short and sweet with two agenda items: announcements and the presentation of candidates.

Malcolm Guey, ASBSU's student body president, introduced himself to the senators and members of the gallery. He outlined the two main goals once the meeting was finished. He defined them as “building user-satisfaction and user experiences” as well as “enhancing academic experiences.” Lather said.

Laliberte has only held his position since May of 2006. “They take me in as a vice president in order to assist the group. If you get frustrated by the process it can be a challenge, I have become good with this issue,” said, Laliberte.

Laliberte held open office hours from 12:30-1:00 p.m. every Friday in the Student Union Building. Visitor hours began at the first floor.

Two new at-large senators were appointed to fill positions left vacant by those who resigned. Newly appointed at-large senators are Brandy Stolley and Molly George.

Stolley relied on her experience in the workforce and management, “I believe it’s all about time management,” Stolley said.

George said, “I want to play a role in resolving that. This comes from students from various positions with George said. School Senator President proposed creating a spirit squad called BLU CREW during open business to enhance Boise State University pride. BLU CREW united representatives of the BLU acronym in the spirit squad name. Meetings for the following two Thursdays will be canceled and no new legislation were introduced.

Future meetings promises to bring important changes to campus life for Boise State students.

Late Night Happy Hour!
50% Off w/ Boise State I.D.!
YOUR TAB! Starts at 10pm

Your Team's On Here! PRO-GAME SPECIALS
All Big Horn Mugs @ Polara!

$3 Guerne Margs
$3 Long Island Teas
$3 Bloody Margs & Screwdrivers

Join our MVP Club to receive special offers! Check out www.theram.com

RAM.
Restaurant & Brewery
709 E. Park Blvd. & Broadway Ave. • 208-345-2392
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NEWS

Campus Crime

8/16/06 - Grand theft Auto - vehicle was stolen off campus near the Rotunda. The vehicle was found in the parking lot of the Kibler building. Report taken.

8/17/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the University Square, building C. Report taken.

8/17/06 - Battery - female computer user stated that she was picked up and thrown over a balcony at the Student Union. She received minor scratches. The case is still under investigation. Report taken.

8/18/06 - Vehicle Burglary - car was stolen from a parked in the parking garage. Report taken.

8/18/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the University Square, building C. Report taken.

8/20/06 - Vandalism - Graffiti located on several buildings throughout campus. Report taken.

8/21/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the Student Union. Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Square Report taken.

8/23/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/23/06 - Vandalism - Graffiti located on several buildings throughout campus. Report taken.

8/23/06 - Vehicle Burglary - a person gained access to a car parked in the parking garage. Report taken.

8/24/06 - Domestic Threat - a person threatened to harm someone. Report taken.

8/24/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/24/06 - Attempted Bicycle-Theft - two juveniles were caught trying to steal bikes outside of Chaffee. Report taken.

August 14, 2006

Campus Crime

8/16/06 - Grand theft Auto - vehicle was stolen off campus near the Rotunda. The vehicle was found in the parking lot of the Kibler building. Report taken.

8/17/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the University Square, building C. Report taken.

8/17/06 - Battery - female computer user stated that she was picked up and thrown over a balcony at the Student Union. She received minor scratches. The case is still under investigation. Report taken.

8/18/06 - Vehicle Burglary - car was stolen from a parked in the parking garage. Report taken.

8/18/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the University Square, building C. Report taken.

8/20/06 - Vandalism - Graffiti located on several buildings throughout campus. Report taken.

8/21/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack outside the Student Union. Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/22/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Square Report taken.

8/23/06 - Bicycle-Theft - lock was cut and was taken from a rack at the Village Report taken.

8/23/06 - Vandalism - Graffiti located on several buildings throughout campus. Report taken.

8/23/06 - Vehicle Burglary - a person gained access to a car parked in the parking garage. Report taken.

8/24/06 - Domestic Threat - a person threatened to harm someone. Report taken.

8/24/06 - Bicycle-Theft - a bike left behind the Student Union was stolen. Report taken.

8/24/06 - Attempted Bicycle-Theft - two juveniles were caught trying to steal bikes outside of Chaffee. Report taken.
...
Talk with a Wells Fargo banker and get your PhD in Money-omics.
AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for Full-Time Students!!

- Montgomery GI Bill
- State Tuition Assistance
- Student Loan Repayment Program

For More Information contact:
TSgt. Christina Witte
422-5597 or (800) 621-3909

Boise Students get freaky with what they’ve done on campus.

This Week in Science
Eating Flatbread pizza has made BSU student Benn more sensible. Friends say the delicious pizza has acutely boosted his overall intelligence to an unbelievable level.

SEASON PASS SALE!
GET A FREE NIGHT AT TAMARACK WHEN YOU BUY A PASS FROM SEPTEMBER 1-10!

Summer
Winter 2006-2007
Call today or visit our Web site for all details!
MORE NEW TERRAIN • NO CROWDS • GREAT SNOWMAKING AND GROOMING • FREE TRANSPORTATION!
CALL 877.217.2158 NOW!
www.TamarackIdaho.com/pass

Crack
This action packed film surrounds a day in the life of a man who has learned he’s been injected with a potentially fatal substance. In attempt to seek revenge on those who’ve poisoned him, he must maintain his heart level above a particular level and do so in 24 hours or less. "Crank" stars Jason Stratham in his first leading role.

Crossover
A local sheriff, who is forced to investigate the sudden disappearance of a young girl on the neighboring island. Not only does he find a community full of people who practice disturbing rituals, but also realizes that he along with his investigation has been tangled into the mystery as well. "The Wicker Man" is a remake from the 1973 version of the film.

The Wicker Man "The Wicker Man" is a murder¬ous mystery thriller with a twist. Nicholas Cage plays Edward Malus, a local sheriff, who is forced to in¬vestigate the mysterious disappearance of a young girl on the neighboring island. Not only does he find a community full of people who practice disturbing rituals, but also realizes that he along with his investigation has been tangled into the mystery as well. "The Wicker Man" is a remake from the 1973 version of the film.

Consumer "Crossover" stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Tom Hardy. However, their differences are hard to swallow. Tom has a college scholarship and Tech doesn’t. Both want to go to UCLA and Tech just wants to play basketball at the secretive Los Angeles B-ball scene. Both decide to take the trip together and it’s again revealed that Tech’s destiny’s take another route. This film is a fun story about hope and success. And based on the movie, Tech moves up to the national championships. The main message here is that they share relationships that they don’t really have the moves, try hard, move, that is. Tom doesn’t keep traditional boundaries with others. This film is about the friends of street dance and water to the national championships.

What’s coming to the movies
BY KATRINA L. SAVITZ • Assistant Culture Editor
DVD pick of the week!

Boise Students get freaky with what they’ve done on campus.
The way we see it…

Parke and George have fulfilled campaign promises

Last spring, when current Associated Students of Boise State University President Drew Mayes and former ASBSU President Heather English were running for their offices, the two campaigned hard on two issues: stopping the plus/minus grading system from being implemented and establishing a textbook library.

Despite nearly 80 percent of students voicing opposition to the plus/minus grading system, Parke, George and the rest of ASBSU leadership pressed the Boise State faculty and administration to implement it. To the surprise of Parke and George, ASBSU did what it could by passing legislation that "officially" opposed the new grading system.

Now, less than two weeks into the fall semester, Parke and George have delivered on their second promise — establishing the first free student textbook library in the country. Because of BSU's students who could not afford textbooks their classes would now have access to required class books for free. Students can check out class textbooks for two hours at a time from the Arbiter Library.

Instead of selling books back to the bookstore for pennies on the dollar, Parke and George turned to a local bookstore, Browne's, to purchase, collate and distribute the textbooks to the student body. They also passed a policy that would allow students to keep the books for the semester for a small fee.

Editor's Note:

In an effort to maintain privacy of our readers, The Arbiter decides to do long- ing system. The e-mail addresses of readers who post comments online at arbiteronline.com as of August 8, 2006.

However, along with other ASBSU staff members, Editors-in-Chief Drew Mayes does still see the e-mail addresses of the readers who leave comments online. To the surprise of many student readers, it is the editors themselves who check on the comments and even got a chance to experience more of the music industry. In my spare time, I have composed songs for bands and performed in local shows. My self-titled album was released on the independent label, "Dream of the Wild Girl," and reached the top 10 on the local charts.

When he is not pursuing his musical career, George is a student at Boise State University, majoring in business administration.

Opinion Writer and ASBSU Senator Jonathan Sawmiller stands guard while serving in Iraq.

Sawmiller, a Boise State University English major, was deployed to Iraq as a member of the 1st Battalion, 29th Infantry, 10th Mountain Division. He is currently serving his second deployment to Iraq and is due to return home in February.

He was a fighter pilot in the Air National Guard and is currently deployed with the 412th Expeditionary Operations Group at Ali Base in Nasiriyah, Iraq. Sawmiller's previous opinions column was written in December 2005.

By Jonathan Sawmiller

I have always wanted to visit genuine Italian pizza and meet Australian music stars. Since I was able to fulfill both of these, I cannot consider myself any less of a person. While I am not a musician myself, I can appreciate the effort that goes into creating music and performing live. I am moved by the passion and dedication that Australian artist shows for their craft.

Several weeks ago, my fellow Boise State student and I went to a local restaurant and danced to the music of Australian band, "Bedrock."

After spending some time checking out Kill Devil and Australian artists, we decided to try a local restaurant that was run by a local artist who sang with Australian band, "Bedrock."

I am a huge fan of Australian music and was excited to hear some of their music live. Our experience was amazing and started laughing. "Paris?" I thought to myself after hearing the song, "If you're going to Paris..."

My friend Luke brought home our own copy of the album, and I was blown away by the beautiful ballad "Signs of Love." I was moved to tears by the way the music industry has moved on without me. I am enjoying my time here in Boise and cannot wait to be back home in Australia. I am looking forward to the next time I visit America, and I am excited to meet some of my favorite Australian musicians and perform live on stage here in Boise. I am looking forward to the next time I visit America, and I am excited to meet some of my favorite Australian musicians and perform live on stage here in Boise.

I had the chance to experience more of the music industry while volunteering with Celine Dion at one of her concerts. While I was there, I met a few of the band members who were also playing at the same concert. It was an amazing experience, and I am looking forward to doing it again.

I am looking forward to the next time I visit America, and I am excited to meet some of my favorite Australian musicians and perform live on stage here in Boise. I am looking forward to the next time I visit America, and I am excited to meet some of my favorite Australian musicians and perform live on stage here in Boise.
First-year Head Coach Pete Petersen will look to leave his mark on the WSU program

BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor

August 21 kicked off “Stir” time of the year for WSU football.

Whether it’s tailgating fans as we know, clock this time of year end and start up again, or tailgate them on the road, WSU fans will be seen across the state’s football fans.

This is another breed of football fans that we’ll see tailgate them all around the area.

You’ve got your NSL supervising watching out for full campus ready for the sports season.

This is a new kind of football fan, the kind that will come to the stadium and tailgate everywhere.

I’m talking about the annual madness that is football, for the game season of years.

Whether your ticket is in the stands or at home, the horde and tailgate in your group.

You can’t get away from the game. It’s that time of year baby, it’s football season.

This is inusterity, animals are now the only to get them.

I mean you can come on, see you at the stadium or at home, making it the most popular sports game released ever.

We all age groups around the same old question: who’s the team of fans.

We all age groups around the same old question: who’s the team of fans.

The only thing that is certain is that we are the fans.

Who’s the team of fans.

The only thing that is certain is that we are the fans.

This is the game of the year and people are not even aware.
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Tsuchida is the total package

BY BRIAN LUFT

Sports

In social, it’s easy to see the ability of a team matic to work and carry the team. The Boise State women’s soccer team has that aspect in Tsuchida.

Tsuchida is a senior captain and has worked hard to improve both her game and effort. She is known for her work ethic and determination to improve.

Tsuchida has been a consistent performer for the Broncos throughout her college career. She has scored goals and helped her team to victory in crucial matches.

Tsuchida is also known for her leadership qualities. She is a vocal leader on the field and is often seen motivating her teammates to perform at their best.

She is a key player for the Broncos, and her presence on the field is a vital part of the team’s success.

Tsuchida is a great athlete and has achieved a lot throughout her career. She has been a consistent performer and has always given her best in every match.

She is a role model for the younger players on the team, and her dedication and hard work inspire everyone around her.

Tsuchida is a true team player, and her contribution to the team is invaluable. She is a great asset to the Boise State women’s soccer team.
A student view on BSU football

BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor

With the first football game of the year on our front porch, everyone has his or her opinion on this year's team at Boise State University. Let's hear it from the only outlet that really matters is that of the Boise State student body. Some students actually know about this year's team, which is a rarity. But even those who didn't tried their best to give us some answers. We did reach a consensus that the team will be better than last year and that coach Pete is going to be top notch for the Broncos. Whether you agree with them or not, these are your people, so enjoy.

Scott Arrington

Q. Are you going to game on Thursday?
A. "No, I'm working. Thursday nights aren't good. (You should) talk to someone about that."
Q. What do you think about opening with Sacramento State this year?
A. "Um, I like watching the games, but I don't follow that closely so I'm not sure it's good or bad."
Q. Do you have any preseason projections for the team?
A. "I think they will be pretty good. I'm kind of interested in how the new coach will do."

Anthony Bills

Q. Are you going to game on Thursday?
A. "No, I guess I am."
Q. What do you think about the opening game?
A. "It's all right, better than last year with a tougher opponent. Got our guys some confidence."
Q. What are your thoughts on coach Pete?
A. "I don't know. I don't really know anything about him."
Q. Do you have any preseason projections for the team?
A. "I think we'll have a better season this year."

Tom Otte

Q. Have you gotten out to many games before?
A. "I have been a Boise State fan."
Q. Do you think about opening with Sac State?
A. "Yeah,"
Q. What do you think about opening with Sac State?
A. "It will be a pretty lopsided game. We'll probably win so it might help Zahn's confidence."

Q. What about coach Pete, any thoughts?
A. "We see the offense. You know he’s a creator and a motivator but Peterson actually ran the whole offense so our offense should be just as good."
Q. What about the preseason projections?
A. "Better than last year. I saw Taylor Thrup talking over five games in Ifklavsky is doing bad."
Q. Biggest regular season game this year?
A. "OSU."

Jeannes Rose

Q. Are you going to game on Thursday?
A. "No, I have a tournament."
Q. Planning on going to many games this year?
A. "I love volleyball (and) can make a couple at times, I just think..."
Q. Have you kept up with BSU football before opening here?
A. "I've kept up with Oregon State so I've kept up with Oregon football."
Q. Do you have any preseason projections for the team?
A. "I'm from Oregon so I've kept up with Oregon football."
Q. Do you have any preseason projections for the team?
A. "They are supposed to be pretty good."
Q. No WAC championship predictions?
A. "No, WAC champion?"
Q. What part of game do you enjoy?
A. "The atmosphere. They're just fun to watch."
Q. What are your thoughts on coach Pete?
A. "I think we'll have a better season this year."

Corey Majors

Q. Do you make it to a lot of games?
A. "I try to go to as many as I can."
Q. Are you going in the game on Thursday?
A. "I am."
Q. Do you have any preseason projections?
A. "Oregon St. game is going to be tough. I don't know about the schedule, I think with the team that we've got we need a tougher schedule. But this year's set too bad, you know. That's in there. Oregon State and Fresno are gonna be good ones."
Q. Do you consider Boise State to be a weak conference?
A. "I've known we better blow them away. That's it, that's all I've got to say about that."
Q. What are your thoughts on Coach Pete?
A. "I don't know much about him, we'll see."
Broncos expect big season

BY PHIL DAILEY

Magic Prairie Tribune

Donovan

Aubrey

Richardson

Richardson

Monroe

Monroe

Boise State University’s quarterback to be an extremely
important part of the offense. "Our main goal as a team
is to play in a BCS game. For us to do that, there is a lot of
detail stuff to get done."

— Korey Hall, Senior Linebacker
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The best spam blockers

BY DAVE MATHEWS

It is estimated that 50 percent of the data traffic on the Internet and more than 50 percent of the e-mail going through Internet Service Providers (ISP), corporations and college mail servers is unwanted messages for products — spam.

Techies started to call unwanted and unwanted e-mail spam due to an old Monty Python skit where the British picketers reported the wrong address and even sang about it. It is a nice analogy for something that teases us and wastes our time.

Here are three ways to get rid of spam using software or services:

ISP Spam Filters

The easiest way is to filter it out through your Internet Service Provider, who can keep an eye on top spamming e-mail services, and tag your ISP's Web site and look for e-mail settings.

Activate the spam filters and forward quickly check your filtered messages to ease filtering back and forth. For example, you could use software that ends up in this box.

If so, then add them to your "white list" which should let you change your own e-mail addresses come through.

Three favorite programs: 1) Blacklisting software downloads a current list of known spammers, allows names and company names received in your mailbox to these known bad guys.

I do not like this method as some spam filters are not accurate. There is currently no fee for this service, but getting a blacklisting software program that takes a "first look" at a message and determines if it is spam or not, is slightly more difficult than signing up for Yahoo mail or Hotmail.

You have to be invited from a friend who's already a member or sign up for an account using your cell phone. You can use POP e-mail, which is typical for ISPs and college campuses. You have best bet to install a program that uses a "Pre-pop" to delete any spam before they deliver the message to your mailbox.

The algorithm learns quickly and only falsely sends legitimate messages to your spam filters occasionally. This method will not work for "robots" that send you confirmations for online orders, or even spam from your eBay auction.

Google Gmail

My favorite way to filter spam is to use all of my various accounts. The domain e-mail in Google's Gmail gives you 100 percent positive results, you will frequently need to check your filtered messages folder to ensure that a message actually is good e-mail.

Google Gmail is a nice analogy for something that teases us and wastes our time. Did you know that you could be a spammer too? Don't reply to messages with "Thanks!" or "OK!" Nobody wants to waste time deleting those messages.

Third-Party Services

My least favorite method of spam prevention is through third-party services, which send an e-mail back to the sending party asking you to click on a link and authenticate yourself. They will deliver the message to the intended recipient.

This method will not work for "robots" that send you confirmations for online orders, or even updates of your eBay auction.

Summary

Third-Party Services are going to be a big hassle, but the big offenders away and charge big fines. The first court cases are putting the biggest offenders away and charging them with huge fines.

This will scare many spammers off, but all spammers are not getting scared — in these cases will persist for as long as e-mail exists.

ARE YOU A SPAMMER?

Did you know that you could be a spammer too? Don't reply to messages with just "Thanks!" or "OK!" Nobody wants to waste time deleting those messages.

Steps to eliminate spam:

• Don't sign up for free offers with your primary e-mail address use a secondary one you can cancel once it gets "clogged."

• Do not post your real e-mail address on a Webpage.

• Post a graphical image of it or spell out "your address at your domain dot com." Since "robots" can't collect those easily.

• Look for junk-filtering options from your Web mail or Internet provider.

• Use a "Pre-popper" to delete your spam before your mail client even gets it. I recommend G-Lock SpamCombat.

• Try a mail client like Outlook that will provide junk filtering automatically.